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KEY POINTS FOR APPLICATIONS  

It is vital that you read the applicant guidance document before starting your application here.  

It will set out whether you are eligible and will provide detailed guidance on each area of the 
application process and what should and should not be included.  

We would also strongly recommend that you watch the ACCIA video: ACCIA 2023 Applicant webinar.  

In order to be competitive it is important that applications clearly demonstrate the impact of 
activities. Reflecting on the 2022 round the ACCIA have advised applicants to ensure their 
application addresses the following points. 

 

Do Don’t submit evidence that is 
• Give clear dates. If the dates are not 

clear, it will bring your score down 
Include evidence that is dated and only 
within the last 5 years 

• Have clear job plans with number of 
contracted PAs, role descriptions  

• Be clear about unpaid work and 
external remuneration contracted PAs  

 

• Over 5 years old / pre-dating receipt of 
a prior national award. 

 

• Describe the impact as opposed to just 
stating the activity 

• Only an activity list', without detailing 
impacts or tangible output undated  
 

• Show where wider uptake of 
innovative work and research has 
occurred and how it changed practice  

• Exclusively locally focused unless 
showing wider cascade and impact 
outside the locality or role remit  
 

• Ensure specific numbers are provided 
as well as percentages to give context 
to the reviewers. 

• Entirely narrative 
 

• Cite national standards as comparative 
benchmarks, and or those available 
from member organisation 
 

• Internationally based, without 
explanation of benefit to NHS 
reputation or wider UK health 
economy  
 

• Spell out / explain all abbreviations and 
acronyms on first use. This includes 
Association names, committees, other 
‘medical’ abbreviations 
 

• Unexplained acronyms or 
abbreviations 

 

• Bullet Points make applications easier 
to read 

 

http://ow.ly/3N5j50N1KpK
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xPovl9v171TaBDZrVhH7WljCG4-5CXdV/view
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We would also draw your attention to the following points from the ACCIA guidance (but there is 
much more in the full document). 

‘Things to do when you apply’ 

• Start your application early enough. Make your employer aware you are applying so they are 
able to sign-off your application in good time. 

• Give clear dates for your achievements – if the dates are not clear, it will bring your score 
down. 

• Concentrate on evidence from the last 5 years and make it clear what you have achieved 
since any prior award (if relevant) and how your work has progressed since then. 

• If your last award was less than 5 years ago, give evidence since your last award and be clear 
about what you have achieved since then. 

• Do not ‘cut and paste’ information from previous applications – assessors compare new and 
older applications and will check for repeated information. Do not repeat the same evidence 
in different domains. It will only receive credit from the assessors once. 

• Give measurable and externally validated information such as outcome data or other quality 
metrics wherever you can and quote the dates, source and relevant benchmarks. 

• You must explain the impact you had. Simply holding a position such as an ‘officer’ in a 
college or specialist society, or serving as a member of a committee, will not in itself justify 
an award – the national impact needs to be clear and temporally related to the period 
during which you did this work. 

• Use a new line for each entry and consider using bullet points to make the information 
clearer and easier to read but avoid merely providing a series of lists of activities or roles 
with no reference to impact. 

Examples from applications 

The application guidance provides a T&O example (Domain 1) which provides helpful pointers on 
how to demonstrate impact: 

“I have set up a short stay programme which has the lowest length of stay for hip 
replacements in England – 2.7 days as against the England average of 6.1 days… 67% 
of patients are home after 2 nights… 98.5% patient satisfaction service… readmission 
rate of 5.1% as compared to the regional average of 7%. This has been communicated 
in xx forums and adopted as best practice standards by xx body.” 
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Example excerpt from a high and poorly scoring application 

The following were provided in the ACCIA applicant video and provide useful examples.  

High Scoring 

 

Low Scoring  
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Potential Sources of evidence for applications 

• NHS Infection rates 
• NJR data compliance 
• Patient feedback surveys 
• Guidance written or contributed to – together with where published or hit rates from 

websites 
• Research conducted and its impact 
• Peer Reviewed publications 
• Research grants achieved 
• Positions held, e.g. committee or trustee, but must be accompanied by evidence of what you 

have achieved in that role 
• Educational material or courses developed; invited keynote lectures; leadership roles in 

education and their impact 


	‘Things to do when you apply’

